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yah!, ha!, yall know what it is, lets get it!

(hook)

This is the story of truth, anybody out in the world can
make it, and thats including you Do what you need to
do, and do it right, make sure you got plans, make
sure they set tight. Its destined to be, trust me, follow
my footsteps and then you will see what is really
comforting (verse 1) 
Its life, it may be hard, but you got to play it, dont fake
it, go for more than just a simple base hit//
jottin down recording songs in a basement, he lived
never to show any hesitation//
When it comes to being the greatest of makest, no
mistakin, tells himself that he will get his break soon//
Now he never did regret the threat to the people that
said and swore he would never make it// Take it my
son, dont break it my son, and i promise my son, you
will be number one, i dont lie, just neal on your knees,
and look up to the sky, and say, im going to try!// He
will answer i swear, thats why im right here, this is you
in the future, im here, im where you want to be and its
near// The answer is clear, just come with no fear, get
on the stage and listen to them cheer!// (hook)

This is the story of truth, anybody out in the world can
make it, and thats including you Do what you need to
do, and do it right, make sure you got plans, make
sure they set tight. Its destined to be, trust me, follow
my footsteps and then you will see what is really
comforting (verse2) Its getting close you know, hes
going to make it, were all going to make it, listen to the
vibe, kick out all the lies, i tell the truth within every line,
from time after time, from rhymer after rhyme// So
many talented kids out there its just sad, hurry up and
get them signed before they have all gone bad// The
streets is what they have, that and a duffel bag, get
them out of these rags, and give them what they ask!//
It makes me want to scream and cry, why? why is music
starting to die? a whole culture thrown to the side// Do
they understand what the world would be like? not
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right, a world without rhythem, but only its a nightmare
within him, coming true, man damn, we need to stop
this right away and we can, only we can change the
music, now lets do, if someone says dont worry, man
refuse it! (hook)

This is the story of truth, anybody out in the world can
make it, and thats including you Do what you need to
do, and do it right, make sure you got plans, make
sure they set tight. Its destined to be, trust me, follow
my footsteps and then you will see what is really
comforting
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